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At the heart of the urban and economic renewal of Nice Côte d'Azur, the EcoCity is the territory of 
demonstration of sustainable solution and the place of innovation in the Nice Côte d'Azur Metropolis.

A real extension of the town and a strategic centre for mobility, Nice Côte d'Azur EcoCity is playing a role in demonstra-
ting the local area's use of eco-innovative technology.  
This action part of the ‘Investissement d’avenir’ (investment for the future) state program involves a great number of 
players.
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Nice Côte d’Azur achieves EcoCity accreditation
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A program composed of 12 projects

93 million euros public 

funding

235 million euros private 

funds raising: contributions and loans

EcoCity Nice Côte d’Azur - “Tomorrow's city” program

EcoCity Nice Côte d’Azur - 
“Tomorrow's city” program 

• Real time passenger information  
system

• Pooled management of parking  
spaces with limited land use

• Creation of high energy performing  
urban islands allowing for 25%  
renewable energy use by 2020

• Inter-modal infrastructure  
with a high level of user comfort

1. To opt for responsible urbanisation
-  Creation of an Urban Surveillance Centre for the prevention and management of environ-

mental and technological risks
-  Urban monitoring for intelligent urban management
-  Development of smart grids on a neighbourhood scale, using the pilot projects: Nice Grid 

and Reflex

2. To create tomorrow's mobility
- Establishment of a North/South tramway link in the Var valley,
-  Development of the 1st car-sharing system using 100% electric vehicles and of a network 

with 1,500 charging stations in 2018

3. To move towards energy autonomy
-  Creation of a thermodynamic power station allowing for energy to be produced and stored
-  Marine geothermy to develop an urban cooling system and cold storage

4. To embody the intelligent city of the future
-  The multimodal Nice/airport centre, strategic eco-mobility project and window on tomor-

row's town planning

The 4 aims of the 12 projects of Nice Côte d’Azur EcoCity:

A public-private  
partnership aiming 
towards the 
development and 
acquisition of new 
technologies: IBM, 
Cisco, Orange, RDF, 
EDF, GDF-Suez, 
Véolia, Altarea, 
Icade-Cogedim, 
Thales, SAED, etc.
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Eco-Vallée on the Var plain

Important sectors 

EcoCity perimeter

Priority Zone "Tomorrow's city"

Legend


